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Yoga Can Help You
Beat the Odds
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5 POSES THAI
BOOST YOUR
CONFIDENCE
LOVE WITHOUT
LOSING YOURSELF
EMBRACE REALITY
AND FEEL JOY AGAIN
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Headstand: You CAN Do It
4 Easy Ways to Live Greener
Travel: Big Sky High
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a C m m A L D8WBR at the end
sty road lies the Feathered Pipe Ranch, a
$secluded,~ u s t i c ~ e r e u ejust
a t outsideHelena, Montana. I've been
,down this road
summer for 30 years, and every time I arrive
$at the end of thatguich, I feel my energy shift. I feel like I'm com&g home or retmdng to a place that's both familiar and new
The trappinpimy life back in San Francisco suddenly aren't so
:*portant. My aellphone and day planner no longer control me.
The only thingson my agenda are teaching, exploring nature, catching up with old friends, having fun, and eatinggood food.
I've been coming to the ranch since 197%three years after my
friend India Supera inherited the property and invited me to become
a member of the original faculty India had spent years as a renun-
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ciate and suddenlysheowned x50 acres aryd,%%e
buildings in the ~ockies
of ~ontana.A;d&o&
buildings needed upkeep and taxes weWdue.
Not knowingwhat else to do, India and a few
friends fashioned a traditionalNativeAmerican
sweat lodge, hoping the physical act of cleansing
would stimulate a vision for the ranch's future.
It worked. During the sweat, India envisioned a
retreat that would facilitatespiritualgrowth for
thousands of visitors.
That's exactly what it does for me each time
I visit. Everything about the ranch supports my
teaching: As I stroll across the lawn from my log

course, it's a lot easier at the ranch, where
everything seems clearer and simpler.The
only things scheduled are yoga and meals.
In unexpected ways, I find theranch's
location to be a source of inspiration for
my teaching. I remember one July many
years ago coming up the road that circles
the property andglancing up at the porch
of the Honeymoon Cabin. There, lying
on the couch, was a deer, fast asleep. Its
head was supported by the armrest', its
legs stuck straight out, and its bony spine
nestled against the back cushions. I stood
there in the warm sun absorbing that
vision, celebrating its humor and uniqueness. When I related it to my students,
,
I described how it had been a visceral
reminder of how connected we all are.
Every night before I go to bed, I gaze
upward at the sky wondering who else
is looking at the stars. Did Buddha see
them, too? Do the stars still live or is that
just their now-extinguished light? Even
unanswered, these questions comfort me
because they remind
A s we meditate in front of the windows,
me o f my individual
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Impatient for your own lessons
about patience? Here's what you
need to know before you go.
'LACE Feathered Pipe Ranch
P.O. BOX 1682
Helena, MT 59624
(406)442-8196
www.featheredpipe.com

Helena, Montana;
Feathered Pipe shuttle to ranch

AIRPORT
TIME

June, July, and August

$999 to $1,850(I week
of meals, lodging, classes)

LOST

ODGlNG Four-bed dorms (shared
bath),tents, teepees, or yurts (all
have beds, some furniture, lamp,
and access to bathhouse). Double
room, shared or private bath, $200
and $300/week, respectively.
lEALS Mainly organic and vegetarian. Chicken and fish options available
at some of the workshops.

BONUS Massage, bodywork,
sauna, hot tub

we're reminded of the beauty of nature place here On earth and
how precious it is.
and the benefit of quiet in our lives.
But as much as I love
'

cabin to the yoga space, I'm always excited to teach, and since the practice room
is the only place to be, my students arrive
on time. The space is inspiring with the
floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace that covers one wall, the balcony at the other end,
and the long bank of windows that overlook the lake and mountains. As we meditate in front of the windows, we are
reminded of the beauty of nature and the
benefit of quiet in our lives. We're also
reminded that we're OK just as we are,
even if we can't touch our toes. It's what
we learn on the way down that matters.
I look back at pictures of workshops
from earlier years and smile as I remember how urgently I wanted students to
"get" the poses. Now I feel differently. I
think I was confusing discipline with
ambition. I've come to feel that discipline
is expressed not as ambition but through
consistency. And that's what I try to instill
in my students: consistency with asana,
pranayama, and meditation every day. Of

the stars, my favorite
part of the ranch is the banister in the main
lodge. It was made from a single tree that
was planted and shaped for 20 years so it
would grow to fit the curving stairway in
the corner leading to the balcony above
the main room. When I first learned this,
I couldn't imagine being so patient. I don't
even have the patience to stand in agrocery
store line without complaining inwardly.
These days, I gaze at this banisterwith
unabashed affection. Smooth and perfect,
it supports each person who navigates the
narrow steps. I'm comforted by what has
become a symbol not only of patience but
also of love. It reminds me that I have
become more patient in my life, and I'm
encouraged that growth is always a possibility for me, even now.
Judith Hanson Lasater; Ph.D., isaphysical therapist, long-time yoga teache~andarithor of several books, including 30 Essential Yoga Poses:
For Beginning Students and Their Teachers.
Ksit her Website at www.judithlasater.com.

